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 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 

SEA RAY® TO EXHIBIT MODELS FROM ITS 2022 LINEUP  
AT THE FORT LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW 

 
The Display Will Include the Award-Winning Sundancer® 370 Outboard, the SLX® 400 Outboard 
with Brand-New 600hp Mercury® Outboard Engines and Special Enhanced Guest Experiences 

 
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (Oct. 21, 2021) — At the 62nd annual Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show 
(FLIBS), Oct. 27–31, Sea Ray will showcase an in-water display featuring models from its perfectly 
crafted 2022 lineup along with special enhanced experiences for show attendees. In addition, the award-
winning Sundancer 370 Outboard will make its FLIBS debut. Attracting more than 100,000 visitors 
annually, FLIBS is recognized as the largest in-water boat show in the world and offers more than 1,000 
exhibitors and 1,300 boats. 
 
“We are looking forward to introducing our 2022 lineup to the show’s global community of visitors and 
presenting interactive enhanced experiences for guests to enjoy that complement our boats,” said 
Caroline English, Sea Ray director of marketing. “We are also excited that our brand-new Sundancer 370 
Outboard will be making its first appearance at FLIBS after recently wrapping up a tour across North 
America.” 
 
Named a 2021 Top Product by Boating Industry magazine, the Sundancer 370 Outboard is the first model 
to embody Sea Ray’s new design language established to help direct the future of its designs. Every inch 
of the vessel has been thoughtfully considered to maximize space and function, from the three-position 
transom seat to the expansive C-shaped bow seating. The port-side walk-through makes accessing the 
bow effortless and ensures there are no compromises in space in either the bow or the cabin below. 
Available in an open or enclosed coupe configuration, the Sundancer 370 Outboard has a broad 
fiberglass hardtop with optional opening panoramic skylight. Below deck is a luxuriously appointed cabin 
with inviting amenities for an oasis-like retreat on the water, offering accommodations for four and an 
enclosed shower and head. 
  
The Sundancer 370 Outboard presents a multitude of technologies to elevate the boating experience. It is 
propelled by powerful triple Mercury 300 Verado® outboard engines with Joystick Piloting and 
SmartCraft® Digital Throttle & Shift (DTS). For superior performance, it provides Active Trim control & 
monitoring and optional Dynamic Running Surface™. Showcasing the latest in intelligent command, the 
helm is equipped with a Digital Dash™ featuring standard dual 16″ Simrad® NSO evo3 touchscreen 
displays. Other highlights include Mercury Marine® VesselView® Mobile, CZone® digital switching and a 
Fusion® audio system with an Apollo RA770 touchscreen display. The boat can also be upgraded with 
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electronics such as a Simrad HALO24 radar, Seakeeper® 3 gyroscope stabilizer, 1st Mate™ Marine 
Safety & Security System, and an LED RGB-W color-changing lighting package. 
 
In addition, Sea Ray will exhibit the SLX 400 Outboard equipped with the newest engine advancement 
from Mercury – twin 7.6L V12 600hp Verado outboard engines. Offered as an optional engine upgrade, 
the 600hp Verado outboard delivers extraordinary range and power encouraging boaters to venture 
farther to new destinations. 
 
Sea Ray will also showcase a variety of enhanced experiences throughout its display. Highlights include: 
 

• Meet and greet with Captain Sandy Yawn – Thursday, Oct. 28., 3–6 p.m., get to know Captain 
Sandy, star of Bravo’s Below Deck Mediterranean. 

• Inspired Design Experience – Create the perfect Sea Ray with an up-close look at the 
Sundancer 370 Outboard’s upholstery colors, flooring options and more. Then watch selections 
come alive at the Build-A-Boat kiosk. 

• VIP Sea Ray Owners Club Lounge – Sea Ray Owners receive access to an exclusive lounge 
with opportunities to relax, enjoy refreshments and connect with the Sea Ray team. 

• Technology displays – Discover how Sea Ray boats integrate the latest innovations with 
displays featuring 1st Mate, Simrad and Fusion. 

 
The following Sea Ray models will be on display at FLIBS: 

 
Sundancer 370 Outboard 
Sundancer 320 Outboard 
SLX 400 Outboard – featuring the all-new 600hp Verado engines from Mercury 
SLX 310 Outboard 
SDX 290 Outboard 
SDX 270 Outboard 
SDX 250 Outboard 

 
The Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show runs Oct. 27–31. Sea Ray will host an in-water 
display at Bahia Mar North – Red Zone, Docks G/H, Slips 1–3. For more information about  
Sea Ray, and to view the complete lineup, visit SeaRay.com. 
 
Sea Ray will be adhering to all standards and guidelines for coronavirus (COVID-19) health and 
safety as outlined by show organizers, the venue and Broward County. Attendees can also 
choose to access show resources virtually at www.SeaRay.com/us/en/events/2021-boat-show-
events/2021-ft-lauderdale-international-boat-show.html. 
 
FOR MEDIA: In lieu of a formal group gathering, members of the media are invited to schedule a 
personalized walk-through of the Inspired Design Experience or a tour of the Sea Ray lineup. 
Please contact Sara Moore at Sara.Moore@SeaRay.com to reserve a time. 
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ABOUT SEA RAY 
Headquartered in Knoxville, Tenn., Sea Ray is the world’s leading creator of superior quality pleasure 
boats. For more than 60 years, Sea Ray has pushed the limits of performance and craftsmanship to 
elevate the boating experience. Each Sea Ray is designed to make every moment exceptional, 
supporting boaters’ unique lifestyles with a customized balance of unparalleled comfort and performance 
and world-class technology throughout. Learn more about the Sea Ray Experience at SeaRay.com. 

ABOUT BRUNSWICK 
Headquartered in Mettawa, Ill., Brunswick Corporation’s leading consumer brands include Mercury 
Marine outboard engines; Mercury MerCruiser sterndrive and inboard packages; Mercury global parts 
and accessories including propellers and SmartCraft electronics; Advanced Systems Group, including 
MotorGuide trolling motors, Attwood, Mastervolt, Blue Sea Systems, and CZone parts and accessories, 
and ASG Connect integrated systems; Land ’N’ Sea, BLA, Payne’s Marine, Kellogg Marine, and 
Lankhorst Taselaar marine parts distribution; Mercury and Quicksilver parts and oils; Bayliner, Boston 
Whaler, Crestliner, Cypress Cay, Harris, Heyday, Lowe, Lund, Princecraft, Quicksilver, Rayglass, Sea 
Ray, Thunder Jet and Uttern boats; Boating Services Network, Freedom Boat Club and Boat Class. For 
more information, visit Brunswick.com. 
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